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1. Introduction: why language maps?
Linguistic maps (geographic distribution of language-related phenomena):
• Dialect maps
isoglosses; geographic distribution of forms for concepts
• Typological maps
areal distribution of formal or semantic ‘features’
• Language maps
localization of languages (and dialects) themselves
often concerned with minority vs. national languages
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2. Current major language maps
Area maps (polygons)
• Usually no overlap; sometimes with uncharted (colourless) areas
• Sometimes hatched areas for diglossia / several languages
• Sometimes combined with dialect maps
• Several major language map projects follow this approach:
• TITUS (Jost Gippert, Frankfurt)
• Ethnologue / World Language Mapping Service, Steve Huffmann
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Dot/point maps (geolocations with coordinates)
• One point / symbol at one location per language
• Used in particular for typological maps and in the context of endangered 
languages and linguistic diversity:
• UNESCO
• Engangeredlanguages.com
• Glottolog Data Explorer
• LLmaps provides both types of maps
• There are combinations (much is based on geolocations)
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3. Problems with the current language maps
Dot/point maps:
• No extension, inappropriate for larger languages
• Even unclear or reductionist for local languages
Area maps:
• Usually incomplete (depending on scale) or lumping languages together
• Clear borders are an oversimplification
• Hatching is not sufficient: many languages may be present at one place
• Recent migrations are usually not represented
They all do not show MULTILINGUALISM
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4. Desiderata for future language maps
• Speech events and language relevance as basic facts
• Not only where, but also when – in which context:
language domains
• For example, the following domains or areas of relevance:
Language maps showing where a language X … 
1. … is used by the local inhabitants 
who have X as first language or 
strong main language. 
2. … is used daily and (almost) 
exclusively by the whole population 
of that area.
3. … is used daily and exclusively by a 
certain percentage P or more of indi-
viduals of the area.
4. … is used as a lingua franca by (native 
and) non-native speakers.
5. … is the main official language of a 
state / a regional administrative unit.
6. … has an official status as secondary 
/ minority / heritage language.
7. … is used by highly fluent speakers 
frequently but alongside other 
languages.
8. … is used by and with non-resident 
visitors.
9. … is used in homes of families and 
possibly among friends.
10. … is used in the public area (market, 
cultural events).
11. … is actively used in university 
teaching classes.
12. … is used for publishing scientific 
work.
13. … is required for university 
learning (e.g., reading of acade-
mic literature in the language is 
presupposed).
14. … is used in local print and/or 
broadcasting media.
15. … is taught to children 
(obligatorily/optionally) in public 
or general schools (from which 
age on).
16. … has second language learners 
in private language schools for 
adults.
17. … is learned remotely using 
online courses or resources.
18. … is used in digital media 
(webpages, online resources…).
19. … is used in social media 
(by all / some percentage of 
the population which uses social 
media at all).
20. … is the source and/or target of 
translation activities for official 
documents / for literature.
21. … has recordings and similar 
(in particular digital) data 
stored/archived by some 
institution or individual.
22. … has material that is accessed by 
interested users from the area in 
question.
4. Desiderata for future language maps
Many of these factors could be meaningfully traced through time
• Language use (domains) 
• Language competence & learning
• Language relevance, data & interest
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5. The network
At the FEL 2018 conference in Reykjavík, many participants 
agreed to form a network of interested researchers.
Aims:
• Exchange methods and knowledge on tools for language maps
• Organize meetings on this topic, form alliances, also with 
cartographers and visualization specialists
• Develop project proposals
5. The network
Already from the contributions to the FEL conference, some 
repeating points can be identified
• Each language would have a SET of many of the above maps
• The full picture of usage and relevance of a language emerges by 
combining these maps
• Challenge: good visualization





• Some of such maps exist for some languages











•Wood & Morrison @ FEL
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